Although these models can represent many lighting conditions, they may not capture or fully reproduce the complexities of real-world atmospheric conditions. 3 Image-based approaches, on the other hand, encode atmospheric lighting in a map. This map can be generated by an artist, or real-world lighting values can be captured using various camera setups. 4 These maps typically require a large amount of memory, and captured real-world lighting is typically unsuitable for producing animations due to capture limitations. For example, it could take 10-15 minutes to capture environment maps, which is not sufficient to produce a smooth animation. If interpolation between environment maps is used, errors in the resulting illumination can be severe. Additionally, it may be hard in practice to ensure the same capture setup for each environment map, leading to additional visual errors in animations.
To address these issues, we present an analytic model that can learn and reproduce arbitrary sky illumination conditions. The proposed approach compactly represents sky illumination from both existing analytic sky models and from captured environment maps. For analytic models, our approach leads to a low, constant runtime cost for evaluating lighting. When applied to environment maps, our approach approximates the captured lighting at a significantly reduced memory cost and enables smooth transitions of sky lighting to be created from a small set of environment maps captured at discrete times of day. This makes the capture and rendering of real-world sky illumination a practical proposition. Our method encodes the nonlinear mapping of sun and view direction to radiance values using a single-layer artificial neural network (ANN). The network is trained using a sparse set of samples that capture the properties of the lighting at various sun positions. Our results demonstrate accuracy close to the ground truth for both analytical and capture-based methods. Our approach has a low runtime overhead, meaning that it can be used as a generic approach for both offline and real-time applications.
Background and Related Work
As a framework for this discussion, we begin with a survey of existing sky illumination approaches for both analytic models and captured environment maps. We also briefly describe the use of neural networks in the computer graphics field.
A machine-learning-based approach can compactly represent sky illumination from both existing analytic sky models and from captured environment maps. The proposed model has low runtime overhead, so it can be used as a generic approach for both offline and real-time applications.
Analytic Skylight Models
The International Commission on Illumination (CIE) proposed a series of models that aim to approximate sky luminance values. 5 One of the CIE models frequently applied to computer graphics, introduced by Richard Perez and his colleagues, 1 is controlled by coefficients A, B, C, D, and E, each of which is responsible for effects such as inscattering, out-scattering, and sky clearness. The Perez model can be described as follows:
where x is the zenith angle of the view direction at which the luminance value is evaluated and g is the angle between the sun and view direction. Tomoyuki Nishita and Eihachiro Nakamae proposed a daylight modeling method for clear and overcast skies that calculates light coming from the sun and scattering due to clouds and water particles in the atmosphere. 6 Nishita and his colleagues then modeled the sky by considering the illumination from the sun and sky. 7 This method ignored multiple scattering, instead computing single scattering by aerosols and air molecules using Rayleigh and Mie scattering. Nishita's research team later improved on their previous work so it could handle multiple scattering. 8 They represented the atmosphere as being composed of voxels and used a two-pass method to compute lighting. A commonly used model by A.J. Preetham and his colleagues accounts for both sunlight and skylight. 9 This model computes spectral radiance from the sun by taking into account attenuation through the atmosphere. Based on the sky model proposed by Nishita, 8 they fitted the parameters for the Perez model. These parameters also depend on turbidity, a term used to approximate the haziness of air, which is the result of light scattering through particles and water vapor in the atmosphere. Low turbidity values generate a clear sky, and increasing the values produces a hazier sky. Ralf Habel and his colleagues represented the Preetham sky model by using spherical harmonics. 10 They fitted the spherical harmonics coefficients to a function of the sun zenith angle and turbidity and then evaluated them at runtime.
Atsushi Takagi and his colleagues proposed a model consisting of a combination of direct sunlight and sky illumination. 11 For sky illumination, they divided the weather conditions into three based on cloud cover and used empirical formulas to find the radiance values. Naty Hoffman and A.J. Preetham suggested a straightforward equation for real-time implementations that uses constant density for the atmosphere.
12 Eric Bruneton and Fabrice Neyret also presented a real-time method based on precomputing various scattering effects into tables and performing lookups to reconstruct sky radiance at runtime. 13 A similar method by Oskar Elek and Petr Kmoch deals with physically based rendering of sky and water bodies.
14 To render the sky, their approach simulates single and multiple scattering through the atmosphere. Scattering through the atmosphere is precomputed and encoded into a lookup table. This lookup table is then used to render the sky from an arbitrary observer position and view direction. The full spectral values are also precomputed to be used in rendering.
Jörg Haber and his colleagues proposed a physically based method to render twilight. 15 Their model divides the atmosphere into different layers and uses multiple scattering. The disadvantage of this method is that it cannot be rendered in real time.
Lukas Hošek and Alexander Wilkie presented a model based on an improved version of the Preetham model that can deal with high turbidity values and ground albedo. 2 They calculated light scattering in the atmosphere for a large number of sun positions using an offline path-tracingbased simulation. The results of the simulation were used to fit the parameters to the modified Preetham model. This model also includes two additional terms. One of them is to deal with the aureole phenomenon, and the other one is to obtain a smooth gradient around the zenith. Their method also provides spectral radiance for a given view and sun direction. Hošek and Wilkie later proposed an improved version of this model that includes attenuated radiance from the solar disk. 16 Joseph Kider and his colleagues designed a technique that simultaneously captures radiance and irradiance measurements of sky illumination as well as HDR images of the sky. 3 They compared existing solar and sky models to the measured data. The comparison provides information about the accuracy of analytic sky models. Also, the measured data points are used to create a sky model by applying bicubic spherical interpolation. However, The proposed approach compactly represents sky illumination from both existing analytic sky models and from captured environment maps.
Feature Article this method is based on assumptions about atmospheric conditions, and the data is valid only at the measurement location.
The Radiance rendering package includes two tools for generating a sky model: Gensky and Gendaylit. 17, 18 Gensky produces skies according to the given month, day, time, and angular geographical coordinates. It is based on four models: the uniform luminance model, the CIE overcast sky model, the CIE clear sky model, and the Matsuura intermediate sky model. 19 The Matsuura and Iwata model can represent skies from clear to overcast in a smooth way. 20 To fit the parameters of the sky model based on the CIE Clear Sky standard, that method applies regression analysis to a large database. The second tool included in Radiance is Gendaylit, which is based on the Perez-All weather model. 1 (For more information on clear sky models, see an earlier survey.
)

Image-Based Lighting
Image-based lighting is a method of lighting virtual environments that uses captured real-world lighting. Frequently used in the film industry, it can produce accurate renderings of objects as if they were placed in the captured environment. The method was originally proposed by James Blinn and Martin Newell. 22 Paul Debevec further developed and formalized the idea of high-dynamic-range environment maps. 4 Light entering the full sphere of directions around a point is captured and stored in a map. Typically, a mapping exists from the position in the representation of the environment map to a direction on the sphere. This map is then used to render scenes lit by distant lighting as if they were at the captured position location.
There are several common representations for environment maps: angular mapping, cube mapping, and latitude-longitude mapping. (See earlier research for more details. 23 ) Environment maps can be captured using specialized camera hardware, such as SpheronVR (www.weiss-ag.org) or Panoscan (www.panoscan.com), or a light probe that is an image of a specular reflective ball, which captures a reflection of distant lighting. An efficient method for capturing the sun and sky in HDR is described in earlier work.
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Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks (ANNs), originally proposed by Warren McCulloch and Water Pitts, 25 are a powerful method for finding nonlinear links between a set of inputs and outputs. They are typically used in the context of supervised machine learning and are often used to implement tasks such as pattern classification, clustering, and optimization. 26 Recently, ANNs have also been applied to rendering. Carsten Dachsbacher used ANNs to classify the visibility configurations of objects in virtual scenes. 27 In this method, the object's surface is divided into subsurfaces that are used to obtain the visible fractions of the surface. These fractions are used in co-occurrence matrices to extract feature vectors that are used to train a neural network for visibility analysis.
Perian Ren and his colleagues proposed radiance regression functions, which use an ANN to approximate the indirect illumination at every scene point in a computationally effective way. 28 Their model is a nonlinear 6D radiance regression function that takes surface position, view direction, and lighting direction as input and returns the RGB color of the indirect illumination. The ANN is trained in an offline prepass that calculates the full global illumination at each scene point and direction. This can then be evaluated efficiently at runtime. Ren and his colleagues clustered scene points and produced separate representations for each cluster. They used multiple smaller networks rather than one extremely large network for the whole scene.
ANNs have also been used to estimate sky luminance in meteorological science. Serm Janjai and Piyanuch Plaon used measured discrete sky luminance data to train a neural network that generates clear, partly cloudy, and overcast skies. 29 Their approach deals only with luminance, whereas our model also computes color values. Furthermore, their method used a small number of input directions for training and evaluation, which is not sufficient for image synthesis applications. Other works 30, 31 used a neural network to predict solar irradiation on the ground using inputs from satellite data. However, this is not applicable to evaluating sky radiance given a viewing direction.
Modeling Skies with Neural Networks
The aim of this work is to produce a sky model capable of representing the illumination in existing analytic models and environment maps, with low memory consumption and fast evaluation. Machine learning provides a generic approach that learns the details of how to predict sky illumination based on minimal inputs. Although there are many broad classes of machine learning methods, neural networks provide significant advantages. They are effective at learning continuous functions, 32 which makes them applicable to analytic sky models, and they offer compact storage.
Sky models attempt to predict the incident radiance due to sunlight being scattered in the atmosphere. Typically, models are given an input feature vector V model , which contains a subset of a full description of the sky V-that is, V m ⊆ V, where m is a sky model such as Hošek, Preetham, or imagebased lighting (IBL). These models return incident radiance coming from direction w view . The general form of a sky model is
where F m is the sky model and V m is a feature vector that describes the sky. This feature vector contains information such as the sun direction w sun , turbidity t, ground albedo, and viewing direction w view , as well as any other information required to describe the sky illumination process. For example, in Equation 1, the feature vector for the Perez model is given by V Perez = {w sun , w view }, which is transformed to {x, g} for input to the equation. In another example, environment maps are stored in the latitude-longitude representation, where V IBL = {w view } is transformed into q view and f view values are used to look up incoming radiance from the stored environment map.
The aim of this work is to approximate all sky model functions with a machine-learning-driven model:
That is, we approximate the sky illumination F m (V m ) using neural networks, F NN (V NN ).
Neural Network Representation
If we denote the neural network sky representation as Y, then the incoming illumination is formulated by using the outputs of the neural network in the following way:
The neural network Y encodes the nonlinear relationship between the input feature vector V NN and the RGB triplet in [0 ... 1). The scaling function L s transforms the neural network outputs to the correct radiance values, which may take values outside the range [0 ... 1).
ANNs consist of neurons that are separated into several layers known as input, hidden, and output layers in a multilayered neural network. These layers are connected by edges that are assigned a weight.
The ANN's structure is an acyclic graph in which weights are assigned to edges between two neurons in consecutive layers. Layers have fixed positions where the first and last layers are the input and output layer, respectively, and the other layers are hidden. To use an ANN to model sky illumination, various parameters relating to the sky are required as an input, and RGB triplets in [0 ... 1) are required as the output. Spectral values could also be approximated using the network, but this work considers standard RGB values. In addition to the neurons in the input and hidden layers, the network includes a bias term in these layers, an additional neuron with a constant value of 1. It is connected to the neurons in the following layer. Including a bias term helps us improve training by shifting the outputs of the activation function, which adds nonlinearity to the neural network Y.
The representation Y is a nonlinear mapping from R q to the R n , where q and n are the neuron sizes of the input and output layers, respectively. 
where the radial basis function, 
Finally, the ANN outputs, which consist of RGB values in the range [0 … 1), are scaled to the correct radiance values, using the scaling function:
Input Feature Vector
One of the first tasks when designing the neural network Y is to decide on the inputs. As we explained earlier, we can assume that a feature Feature Article vector V exists that contains all the information required to fully describe sky illumination. Existing models use a subset of this information as input to their models V m ⊆ V. Therefore, because the neural network approximation aims to approximate multiple sky models, the feature vector used as the input is the combination of the models being approximated. Additionally, a change in the azimuth angle of the sun results in a rotation of the hemisphere. Therefore, we fix the azimuth angle and use only the zenith angle q sun in training and evaluation. If we use spherical coordinates, the network's outputs are discontinuous between the azimuth angles f = 2p and f = 0, which results in a jump in sky illumination values. Therefore, the viewing direction is represented in the Cartesian coordinate system w view = {v x , v y , v z }, instead of in spherical coordinates, as Figure 1 shows. Also, the relationship between incident radiance and turbidity is highly nonlinear. Instead of developing a more complicated neural network to encode this nonlinear relationship, we apply a nonlinear scaling to the turbidity parameter as an input. We determined empirically that replacing t with t provided a good approximation to this nonlinear relationship.
Although the mapping based on the feature vector composed of these five inputs-the sun zenith angle, the three viewing directions represented by Cartesian coordinates, and the square root of turbidity-was able to capture the smoothly varying illumination for most of the sky, it failed to adequately capture the higher frequency lighting around the solar disk. Therefore, to capture this local dependence on the sun position, we used the Euclidean distance (d) between the sun and view direction as another input. Another option was to use the dot product of the sun and view directions (cos(g)). However, this function leads to ambiguities in the input angles g and p -g, leading to worse training results. The Euclidean distance is equal to the monotonically increasing function 2sin(0.5g), which improves the training performance by providing more consistent information about the position of two directions, as they relate to each other. Therefore, the input vector used for the neural network is V NN = { t,
When we fit to a model that does not use an element of the feature vector V NN , we zero the input and train as before. For example, when fitting the neural network to an environment map sequence, the input feature vector is V NN = {0, q sun , v x , v y , v z , d} because no turbidity calculations are required. This has no effect on the evaluation of Equation 6 because the multiplication of the zeroed input with the weights connected to it does not affect the value of the neurons in the hidden and output layers.
Network Structure
The ANN's structure requires careful consideration. Using too many neurons can lead to over-fitting. However, if too few neurons are used, the network may not be able to train adequately. Using a large number of neurons increases the evaluation's computational time, reducing the benefits of using an ANN for computational gains. Here, we describe the motivation behind our choice of the proposed ANN structure (see Figure 2) .
The neural network's first layer, which we discussed in the last section, consists of q = 6 neurons. The neural network's outputs are the three RGB color channels of the sky illumination, so the output layer's size is three. An ANN can include multiple hidden layers with combinations of different neuron sizes. However, networks containing multiple hidden layers are slower to evaluate and more difficult to train than those using a single hidden layer. In our experiments, a single hidden layer neural network achieved satisfactory results, so the proposed network contains one hidden layer and thus avoids the complexity of training and evaluating multilayer networks.
To determine the number of neurons in the hidden layer, we ran a series of tests on different ANN configurations, sequentially increasing the hidden layer's size. For these tests, we used the Hošek sky model because it has a larger training set. Each configuration was run 10 times, and Figure 3a shows the average normalized error (based on the cross validation method we describe in the "Results" section). Figure 3a indicates that the error decreases when the number of neurons are increased. However, this leads to an increase in the time to evaluate the neural network. To evaluate both error and time, we use the following efficiency metric:
where Var is the variance of the model and T is the time to evaluate the model. Figure 3b shows that a neural network structured with a hidden layer of 12 neurons is the most efficient model for use in our work.
Training
The main idea of training the neural network is to minimize the error function 33 :
where j represents the RGB color channel outputs. 
Implementation
We trained the analytical models with turbidity values ranging from 1 to 10 for the Hošek sky model and from 2 to 6 for the Preetham sky model. These values are valid for the original methods. Twenty sun zenith angles were sampled uniformly between q = 0 and q = p/2, at azimuth angle f = p for each turbidity value. We specified the view directions by using stratified sampling of the hemisphere. In our implementation, the analytic sky models are trained with 10 zenith and 20 azimuth view directions. Increasing the amount of samples does not improve the results drastically, but it increases the training time. This sample size was sufficient to train all the analytic sky models.
For environment map sequences, we used HDR images to train the network. The images are aligned such that the sun azimuth angle is aligned for all the input images. Then, for each input environment map, the sun zenith angle in each image is calculated automatically by finding the pixel with the highest color value. We specified the view directions by sampling pixels related to the sky pixels in the image. Valid sky pixels were selected by segmenting the sky from other content, such as trees or buildings. These segmentation processes are currently performed manually, but automatic approaches can be used. 34 Using thresholding, we excluded pixels tagged as belonging to the sun in training.
In our method, the neural network is trained with a sun azimuth angle of p. Thus, a sky model with an arbitrary sun direction {q sun , f sun } is rotated to sun's position at {q sun , p}. Therefore, the normalized view direction
, , is rotated to take this into account: 
where {v x , v y , v z } forms the correctly rotated input to the neural network. This method is amenable to both an efficient CPU and GPU implementation. An advantage of this is that the sky model can be altered without changing any evaluation code. Therefore, by simply updating the weights, differing sky models can be easily swapped with minimal implementation effort. This means that GPU specific implementations of other models are not required, and our current implementation, if trained with a sky model on a CPU, will work with little additional changes. Furthermore, evaluation requires only two layers to be computed and does not involve branching, which is ideal for GPU computation.
Results
To demonstrate the use of ANNs for sky illumination, we tested the proposed method for both analytical models and environment maps. Specifically, we used the analytical models developed by Preetham 9 and by Hošek and Wilkie. 2 When training, we used the following values: learning rate b = 0.01 and momentum µ = 0.9, which is a commonly used momentum value for the backpropagation algorithm. 33 We chose this learning rate based on our initial experiments, which showed that using a smaller learning rate increases the training time and a larger value decreases the training performance. Thus, we chose a value that provides a balance between these extremes. Our tests were performed using an Intel Xeon E5-2620 CPU. The calculated weights for the Hošek and Preetham sky models and environment maps provided by Kider are available in online supplementary material: extras.computer.org/extra/mcg2017010080s1.pdf.
RMSE Results
The test data set was composed of values that were not used for training. The Hošek and Preetham sky models were tested for turbidity values 1.5, 2.5, ..., 9.5 and 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, and 5.5 (respectively) with seven sun directions. For this work, we use a fixed albedo value of {0.5, 0.5, 0.5} for the Hošek model. Sun directions changed uniformly between q = 0 and q = p/2. The input example sizes for the analytical models are the product of the number of view directions, sun positions, and turbidity values.
For the environment maps, we used two different captured HDR image sequences: Egypt and the database provided by Kider. 3 The Egypt sequence consists of six images, and Kider contains 12 images. For environment map sequences, the example size refers to the product of the number of view directions and HDR images.
We validated the training results using the KFold Cross Validation Method. With K-Fold Cross Validation, an image from the database is chosen and a network is trained with the images in the database, except for that chosen image. The chosen image is then used to test against the ANN's output using normalized root means square error (RMSE). For each image in the database, this process is repeated and the mean of all obtained errors is calculated.
The presented error is the average of all RMSEs calculated per image in the validation sets (see Table 1 ). In our results, the accuracies ranged between 96.05 and 99.62 percent (as normalized RMSE was used) for the chosen validation set.
These results are satisfactory, and we can conclude that the neural network accurately learned the sky illumination. These results could be improved by using more neurons, but that would result in a higher computational cost.
We also computed irradiance for each sky model and compared it with our ANN representation. We computed the values using the same data sets used for the RMSE results. Irradiance was computed per sun position as
where W is the hemisphere. 
Comparative Results
We visually validated the results of the training by comparing a variety of sky scenarios. The outputs of the ANNs trained with the Preetham and Hošek sky models were visually similar to the reference sky models. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the difference between the sky models with the reference sky and the trained sky model. As we can see, the ANN performs well over the sky; however the neural network representation produces a small amount of low-frequency error, especially around the higher-frequency regions. Figure 6 shows the similarity of our ANN representation with a captured environment map. Figures 7 and 8 demonstrate the ANN's ability to compute novel sun positions from a captured sequence of environment maps. The top rows show skies synthesized with our approach, and the bottom rows show the corresponding original captured images. The gaps in the bottom row indicate gaps between captures, which our method is able to fill in. This enables smooth animations of sky lighting to be generated from discrete environment map captures.
We also rendered two scenes with our method for sky illumination (using path tracing), which are shown in Figure 9 . These scenes use the neural network to compute the sky lighting based on the input Kider environment maps. The church scene in Figure 9a also includes a directional light to represent the direct sun illumination.
A video of visual comparisons is available online as a web extra: youtu.be/FoUZRntL5Fk. This video shows a daylight simulation using the Hošek and Preetham sky models as a reference, compared to our method. The intermediate sun positions of the Kider environment maps are calculated with our neural network method, resulting in a smooth skylight simulation. The video also includes rendered animations with time varying lighting and the output of the GPU implementation.
Timing
An advantage of using the neural network representation is a fixed computational and memory cost for evaluating sky illumination. Table 1 shows the times required to train the neural network for the presented results. We compared the performance of evaluating sky illumination using the neural network representation with those of the Preetham and Hošek models. We used a singlethreaded implementation of all methods and evaluated 1,024 × 512 view directions around the hemisphere. Our method took 0.13 seconds to compute this, whereas Preetham took 0.33 s and Hošek took 0.38 s. A GPU implementation (Nvidia 650M GT) requires less than 1 ms to evaluate our model at a 4K resolution. Additionally, our method has a fixed memory cost of 492 bytes for a network with a hidden layer consisting of 12 neurons, as opposed to the several hundred megabytes required for a captured environment map sequence.
T he neural-network-based approach presented here was trained to produce RGB values. Spectral values could be generated by modifying the output layer to produce spectral values at a number of wavelengths. We generate RGB data in our approach because not all the methods captured spectral data-for example, some of the environment maps used contained only RGB data. Additionally, the feature vector used as an input to our method could be expanded to account for additional inputs, such as ground albedo used in the Hošek model. This may involve recomputing the size of the hidden layer, but the methodology we described here can adapt to these changes.
Our method is an approximation of existing sky models and environment maps. However, this approximation has a fixed runtime cost and a small memory footprint, and it is generic enough to represent existing models with a high degree of accuracy. 
